Rescue

Resources

You’ve made a great choice in giving a dog a second chance at life. We want to make sure your dog
is getting a good start. Below are resources to help you navigate this exciting time.

STARFISH RECOMMENDED TRAINING
PUPPIES 5 MONTHS & UNDER: THE PUPPY PROFESSOR
THE PUPPY PROFESSOR | GLEN ELLYN
Amy Saletta, KPA CTP
the-puppy-professor.com | 630.853.9272
The Puppy Professor offers group classes and private training
consultations for puppies of all ages, although our specialty is
young, newly adopted puppies! We show fosters and adopters
the positive way to shape a puppy’s behavior as well as work
with adopters to help a puppy settle in to their new home. We
provide solutions for crate training, house training, proactive
socialization, puppy nipping and more. All of our trainers are
certified in force free methods.
Visit our website the-puppy-professor.com to learn more
about virtual training options as well.

STARFISH RECOMMENDED TRAINING
PUPPIES OVER 5 MONTHS & ADULT DOGS: A SOUND BEGINNING
A SOUND BEGINNING
www.asoundbeginningprogram.com | 630.776.8197
This unique training program was created specifically for the newly adopted dog and focuses on LIFE SKILLS that center
on SOCIALIZATION and SELF-CONTROL while teaching the foundation of problem solving by PREVENTION, MANAGEMENT and TRAINING. Start building a positive relationship with your adopted dog, gain his trust, and help him successfully adjust to his new home
The main goal of A Sound Beginning Program is to reduce and eliminate the stress that normally is part of the transition
period from shelter/rescue to living in a home. The result of taking the Path to Success classes is that a better relationship
based on understanding both ends of the leash is established, which is the foundation for a lifetime of learning.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY
ASOUNDBEGINNINGPROGRAM.COM
info@asoundbeginningprogram.com
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BLUE SKY PRAIRIE TEXTILES SNIFF-IT

Sniff-its are a portable diffuser for high quality essential oils. Diffusing
Calm-a-Mile RTU from a Sniff-it promotes a balanced and calm attitude for
your dog without direct contact. Successful used alone or in layering with
other forms of sensory support (sound, Thundershirt etc.). Fits collars and
harnesses.
To learn more: www.BlueSkyPrairieTextiles.com
BlueSkyPrairieTextiles@gmail.com

2 HOUNDS DESIGN FREEDOM HARNESS
How A Harness Can Help Your Dog Behave Better
Harnesses are a great way to teach puppies and older dogs alike how to
walk on a leash. Our comfortable, no-pull harnesses naturally teach dogs
how to walk correctly and protect you both from harm, so you’ll be able to
take more walks. By releasing your dog’s energy through walks, you’ll
prevent boredom, which often comes with barking, chewing, and destructive behaviors. Start walking your way to a well-behaved dog today!
Can be purchased online at www.2houndsdesign.com
or at local, privately-owned pet supply stores.
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TRAINING - NEED MORE? | DOGS OF ALL AGES
BATAVIA:

LIZ MISHIMA KPA, CTP
630.292.8041 | liz.mishima@gmail.com
In-person puppy classes as well as Puppy Socialization playtime

OVER THE MOON DOG TRAINING
630.870.9265 | sites.google.com/view/overthemoonpositivedogtraining

BURR RIDGE:

DOGZ N HARMONY
Aimee Busse | 630.992.9200 | www.dogznharmony.com

DOWNERS GROVE:

ENJOY YOUR DOG
630.203.7016 | www.enjoyyourdogtraining.com

GENEVA:

GO DOG! TRAINING
Phyllis Zboril | 630.802.3213 | www.godog4training.com

MARENGO:

TOP NOTCH K9
815.505.4450 | www.topnotchk9.com

PLAINFIELD:

NARNIA
630.904.0895 | www.narniapets.com

LUCKY DOG TRAINING
815.302.8143 | www.whosaluckydog.com

SOUTH ELGIN:

JULIA KAMYSZ LANE
630.945.1437 | spotonk9s@me.com

WHEATON:

DARCI REAGAN
630.665.6161 | www.danadavet.com

